“The Labor position is little different from the Liberal position except they have allocated $6 million and we have allocated $400 million,” Senator Colbeck said.

“Labor hasn’t nominated a single project for the Bass Highway.”

“Both need to talk to the State Liberal Government.”

“We don’t pretend to ride into town and tell the State what to do.”

“We all know Bill Shorten came to Tassie and promised enough money to build less than a quarter of the Bridgewater Bridge.”

“Ms Keay now wants to suggest that her $6 million trumps the Government’s $400 million for Roads of Strategic Importance including the Bass Highway.”

“If Labor had been paying attention or even turned up to estimates after dark yesterday they would have heard me ask the same questions.”

“Again Ms Keay proves that while she just complains the Coalition and Brett Whiteley deliver.”
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